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Ab tract
Studie have hown that mo t empl oyee want to work for vulnerable and authentic
leade r . Many leader do not want to show the ir personal side of their live and what they face a
a leader. Some leader are fearfu l they wi ll look weak or too e motional if they show their true
Lhought and emotion and are willing for other to ee them. Vu lnerability i taking emotional
ri k, where people can ee you who you reall y are. Leader have the power to make a po itive
impact and sometimes want to make decisions withou t mak ing connections with their
employee . S ome leade r do not have the capacity to be vulnerable becau e of the ir e motion
pecificall y hame. Shame can prevent leade r from eeing them e lve in a po itive li ght and
i olate themselve from their employee . Leaders who are influe nced by shame al o criticize
the ir employees and find ways to focus on the negative.

However, leaders can do the work of

under tanding their weakne e and become approachable through their own di covery o f their
trength and weakne e .

• ••
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Introduction to the Problem

This literature review is to show if employees want to work for vulnerable leaders and
what prevents leaders from being vulnerable with their colleagues. All leaders deal with
challenges throughout their lives and face each ituation differently. Some leaders handle
circumstances inwardly and do not allow anyone to see who they are and come across as
authoritative. While other leaders expose themselves and strive towards being vulnerable with
their colleagues.
Statement of the Problem:

Leaders choose how much they want to share of themselves with their staff and that is
ultimately their right and choice. However, does their choice on how much to share impact
whether their employees see them as a leader. And if given the choice would employees choo e
to work for a vulnerable leader or someone who remains more closed about their own journey
and personal life. And furthermore, why have those leaders chosen to not be vulnerable with
their employees and what has prevented them from moving in that direction. And finally how
does working for a vulnerable leader impact productivity, empathy, and connection to those they
come in contact with. Leaders face various situations daily and make decisions on how they will
move forward. Ultimately, there is not a 1ight or wrong way but an opportunity to ask que tions
and begin to understand what vulnerability is abo ut.
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Research Questions:
Thi review is not to decide one way that is better or to minimize those leaders who are
not vulnerable; but to ask whether employees want to work for a vulnerable leader and what
prevents leaders from being vulnerable with their employees.

Significance of the Study:
This review is al o about providing examples and tools to help leaders understand and
discover who they are. And allow them to evaluate their own leadership style and consider
asking the questions: Am I a good leader? How do I come across as a leader? Do my colleagues

know what I am going through and what I face as a leader? Am I reserved, fearful, and
untrusting as a leader and does that prevent me from being the best leader I can be? And what
am I willing to discover about myself in the process that will ultimately make me a better person
to those I come in contact with. Defining vulnerability in the context of leadership must be
looked at first to understand how it impacts leaders and their employees.

Definition of Terms:
Merriam W ebster would defme vulnerability as, "When someone is capable of being
physically or emotionally wounded and is open to attack, damage, or criticism." The perception
out there is that vulnerability is a sign of weakness and something to be avoided (Merriam
Webster Dictionary, 1828). However, Brown (2006) would like to change that belief. Brown
would define vulnerability, "Uncertainty, risk, and emotional exposure" (p.44). Brown (2006)
shared that many times people spend their whole lives pushing away and protecting them elve
from feeling vulnerable and fear they will be told they are too emotional and work to remove
feel ings from their lives. Brown (2006) added, "Vulnerability isn't good or bad: it' not what we
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call a dark emotion, nor is it alway light, positive experience" (p.45). Deciding whether to make
a vulnerable choice, as a leader, will depend upon if that leader see's the decision as a positive or
negative experience for them.
For example, vulnerability i the core of all emotions and feelings." Therefore, when we
believe that vulnerability is a weakness weal o believe that feeling is a weakness (Brown, 2012).
Vulnerability is the start of love, belonging, joy, courage and creativity. Vulnerability is a path
where people can choose to take and discover a deeper purpose for their lives. Vulnerability can
possibly happen in our personal lives (2012). But, is this type of vulnerability possible and can
they make an impact specifically in a company where employees are looking for a strong
confident leader?

Organization of the Remainder of the Study:
Bennis (1996) would say it is possible and stated, "Leaders are all those persons who, by
word and/or personal example, markedly influence the behaviors, thoughts and/or feelings of a
significant number of their fellow human beings." (p. 2). Moreover, Leadership involves making
a difference, creating positive change, moving people to get things done with clear visions, and
giving employees power to develop better ways and ideas to get things accompli hed (Kunich &
Lester, 2006). The best leaders are willing to ask the question, "What can and should I do to
make a positive difference?" (2006, p.2). Some leaders are looking for a quick fix to make a
positive difference with employees (2006). However, it may not come as fa

t

and it take facing

the flaws of the leaders and rectifying thing that have not gone well (2006). Fear can ari e
because leaders believe vulnerability will threaten their succe s, yet owning those flaw can be
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the first step toward the tart of true health (Kunich & Lester, 2006). Again, this can leave the
leader expo ed and cared for what could happen next.
Brown (20 12) concluded vulnerability i an incredible ri k and leave u emotionall y
expo, ed to other . When vulnerability i thought of a a weakne , it can be looked upon a, being
a failure (2012). But, vulnerability is powerful tool that build openne , truth telling, innovation,
and connection (Mou avi-Bock, 2011). However, leader need a rea on or purpo e to change
and learn how to engage in vulnerable di cussion and how to recogn ize the emotion, that will
come along with it (20 11 ). This can be a new type of learning or a relearning depending upon
what ha happened in life (20 11 ). It is in tho, e moments where leader can look at them elve
and begin the proce

of under tanding how their vulnerability will make an impact ju t by

allowing someone to ee who they are. For example, Vail (a cited in Bennis) shared everal
qualitie that a leader wo uld need to make an impact on their employee . He stated that
"Discovery, cultivation, and recognition bring about an environment of working, thinking and
feeling" (1996, p. 191 ). Leaders who have the ability to combine all of these abilities are better
prepared and able to exist in a healthy environment (1996, p. 4 ). Again, vulnerability is a huge
risk, yet the benefits can be extremely po itive. For instance, one particular CEO decided to be
vulnerable with hi employee and see what would happen if he went out ide of the normal
.

routme.
A CEO of a large manufacturin g company purposefull y approached the large podium
and provided an overview of their company and financial trajectorie, (Bell , 2005). However, the
meeting went in a different direction then planned (2005). The CEO made the decL ion to not
read the teleprompter and instead share what wa, on his heart (2005). He shared his love for the
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company

vi ion and how he valued each of his employees (2005). Ilc immediately began to

cry and took cveral pau e to regain hi compo ure (2005). Eventuall y the CEO completed his
peech and the employee . tared at the CEO with a long pau e (2005 ). The audience . eemed
overwhel med, yet they im mediately sprang to their feel and gave thei r CEO an awkwardly long
. tanding ovati on (2005). It wa n ' t just some of the employees standing, but all of them were
applauding with excitement (2005).
The CEO's employees were moved by what they experienced or saw. Chip Bell (2005)
tates, " To be unabashedly authentic is to be publically real. Whether the emotion di played i
anger, compa . ion , pain or joy, the authe nticity of a leader change the nature of the connection
and invites a valued link with others" (p . l 9). Philosopher Rollo May (a cited in Bell , 2005)
would add, " There is an energy field between all humans that can change a relationship forever"
(p.l9). Thi CEO was open to share his e motions, yet how many leaders truly know their
emotion and what it mean to be vulnerable (2005). Furthermore, what can be done to help
leaders be vulnerable especially when they are reluctant and have an underdeveloped
understanding of what it means to be vulnerable with each other.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
Most executives have an underdeveloped capacity for under tanding and dealing with
their emotions (Levin. on. I 995). In fact, man} are reluctant to look. at \\h)' the} act the \\a} the)
do. Some leaders have perfected how to look at number and figures, but treat people a
anonymous entitie (1995). Leaders become emotionle. s structure who have removed creati\ it},
pi a} and humor from the work done each day (1995). Vulnerable leader. create a reaL genuine,
open and authenti c relationship around them and want a place of trust where there can be a
context of creativity and inventivenes (BelL 2005). Moreover, vulnerabilit) will fac ilitate the
healing and revitalization process where leaders have the ability to asse sand accept their
emotional and personal responses (2005). Leaders, expo ing them elve is a step tov. ard
elnninating expectation on how they "should" act and behave (2005).
For instance, leaders need to be told to "Be your elf more" and allow their indi\ idual elf
to come fof\.\ard ( elson Rolihlahla , 20 13).

elson Mandela was a "Be yourself more" type of

leader (20 I 3). Nelson Rolihlahla Mandel a was known as a leader who wa him elf through his
struggle with apartheid and racism (20 13 ). He wa e teemed all

O\ er

the "'orld and ''a-.. an icon

and hero of the African liberation (20 13). Mandela dedicated him-..elf to remammg humhle.
" ulnerable, and authentic allowing people to see his hopes, but aho hts -.. trugglc ..... Mandel a
shared, in htc., court triaL " I hcne fought agatnst \\ htte dommatwn. c1nd I hen c fought agau1-..r
black domination. I have chen shed the ideal of a democratic and free ~o.,octel) m '' htch all
person's live in ham10n y and '' ith equal opporluntttC\ It is an t(lc,tl '' htch I hope to II\ c tor and
to achic\c. But if' need"> bc, it is an ideal for \\htch I am prcpan.:d to dtc ··l201 \ rctric\td from
lltlp://Jtlallllt: l<t.g<>\ /a/ttltlcx. lttJttl).
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Mandela dedicated himself to the people by providing a vi ion and hope that goe beyond
the now. He did not paint an unrealistic picture, but in tead fought for what would allow people
to move beyond their current the people, but knew it wa needed to bri ng about change (Nel on
Rolihlahla, 2013). Kunich, Charles, and Lester (2006) believed circumstances and see a vi ion

(20 13). Mandela wa not required to hare what he was dealing with ince, "Leadership involves
nothing more than making a difference. creating po itive change, moving people to get thing
done, and having a clear and powerful vi ion" (p. 2). Scott (a cited in Moussavi-Bock, 2011)
would add , vulnerability i not Oinething you have, but something you choose. Again, Ma ndela
hared his tn1ggles, fear , and yet his ultimate hope wa to see people truly live without fear
(Nel on R olihlahla, 20 J3). Mandela retired from public work, but he did not retreat from doing
empowering thing for the world (20 13). He formed a group of prominent global elder who
add ressed human suffering and moreover, shared what humanity needs. (20 13). Mandela had
fi erce conversation where he had real di c u ions and could not come aero s as fake (20 13). A
fierce vulnerable conver ation does not mean a leader will have all the an wers, but committed to
remaining human throu ghout the journey (Moussavi-Bock, 20 11 ). Mandela made choice. that
impacted lives, but he re mained true to his vulnerable self.
Furthermore, all of these qualitie are important; however, vulnerability doe not require
them to sacrifice their career or livelihood and will not require or a k leader to ex po. e the
imperfect parts of themselves (Moussavi-Bock, 20 II ). In fact, the best leader do not ask the
question "Wh at's best for me?" Instead they ask, "What can and should I do to make a po~ili\ e
di ffcrcncc?" (Kunich, Charles, Lester, 2006). Y ct, does a leader making a po iti" e difference
mean allowi ng the ir employees to see them for who they are? Some bel ieve leaders can ne\ er
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fake who they are and need to depend upon their own humility and ability to understand what
their employees need (Kunich, Charles, Lester, 2006). Some scholars believe that leaders are
born leaders, but what about a vulnerable leader? And what are the various scopes of authentic
and vulnerable leadership.
Authentic leadership is a "Multidimensional piece which entails four dilnensions:
internalized moral perspective, self-awareness, relational transparency, and balanced
processing's" (Hannah, Bruce, Walumbwa, 2011 p. 562). When a leader has an internalized
moral perspective they are guided by their moral standards instead of pressures that are put on
them by their peers or higher level leaders (201 1). They strive to think more open and deeply
about ethical issues (2011 ). Self-awareness shows the authentic leader has a self-knowledge
which helps them to be aware of how their decisions will impact other people. Self-awareness
also allows leaders to use their knowledge about themselves and how it can enhance their
capacity to lead and develop those that follow them (2011 ). Relational transparency is hown
through openness, accountability, and honesty exchanged between other leaders and those that
are being managed by them. Relational transparent leaders show their true thoughts and feeling
and will lay out what they are expecting from the relation hip (2011 ). Finally, balanced
processing brings about an openness and accountability with colleagues where relevant
information is shared before coming to a conclusion or decision (201 1). Thi self-awarenes i
contagious and employees are drawn towards their transparent leader.
For example, vulnerable leaders are often attractive role models when other team
members wanl to be engaged and involved with what they are doing (Hannah, Bruce,
Walumbwa, 20 11 ). Vulnerable leaders serve a key role in how other are motivated and desire to
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be led. Vulnerable leaders focu on the trength and weaknesses of their team and how to move
forward (Strategic Finance, 2012). Vulnerable leader look inward with hopes of gaining a
greater elf-awarene

and elf-identity that will articulate their goals and vision . Furthermore,

they st1i ve to be loyal to the values they hold and under tand how they will share those beliefs
with those they manage (So ik & Weichun, 2011). Next, vulnerable leaders are willing to accept
their strength and weakne e and po itive and negative qualities and use that information as
feedback to help grow and discover continually (2011 ). In the end, employees will want to
follow their vulnerable leader but inside the leader may still have questions whether vulnerability
is the right choice.
For instance, unlocking vulnerability and authenticity as a leader can be scary; however
the benefits, in the end, can make leader more approachable, trusted and influential with their
employees (WarTell, 2013). Warrell (2013) believed, "Sharing ourselves often goes against our
instincts for self-preservation ... often our automatic response is to protect, pull out, by canceling
a meeting, breaking off a relationship, or retreating from center stage" (p. 2). Vulnerability is a
behavior that is cho en depending upon the moment. Leaders are not perfect and leadership is
about behavior and not just talking about it. Vulnerable leaders need to remind themselves to be
accountable about the fears, strengths, and weaknesses happening and not pretend they know the
situation. There needs to be an inner confidence to admitting the leader does not have all the
answers to everything (Moussavi-Bock, 20 11 ). Yet, this can only come through practicing and
unlocking true vulnerable leadership.
Warrell (2013) stated, "Leadership is far less about what you are doing, than about who
you are being" (p. 29). Some leader's place a value on superficial things and most employees
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get fru trated (Warrell, 2013). Eventually people begin to crave and yearn for vulnerability and
seek out leaders who wiJl be trong, confident, but al o human (2013). For example, authenticity
and engagement are key elements for internal and external uccess in vulnerability (Donnelly,
2013). Warrell (2013) ha found that when leaders can connect with their employee they
•

become more approachable, tru ted, and influential and will begin to unlock the power of
vulnerability. And stronger feelings of tru twill grow knowing vulnerability will not be used
again t them in any way (Ro en, 2007). Leaders want to share who they are, yet the underlying
fear that their vulnerability will expo e them negatively often stops them from moving ahead.
Vulnerably sharing ourselves will often go again t a natural instinct (Warrell, 2013).
Some particular leaders are looking at self-preservation; however it i time to stop playing it safe
and have the leader take a risk (2013). Taking a risk is where the leader does not need to prove
their superiority, success, or significance (2013). The leader is no longer the person who has the
power, but someone they can relate and trust (2013). Building trust comes through honoring their
word, following through on their commitments, being consistent with approach, and ultimately
remaining authentic and vulnerable the entire time (Rosen, 2007).
One particular person who was an example of trust and relating to people in a vulnerable
way was Margaret Thatcher. Margaret Thatcher stated, "You cannot lead someone from the
crowd" (Warrell, 2013 p.29). Margaret Thatcher owned her leadership style and focused on what
made her unique (2013). She realized that vulnerable leaders cannot deprive themselve by
conforming to others, but instead look at the unique contributions that are brought and offered
(2013). Thatcher believed this way of leading would build a strong reputation that attract highperforming people who help encourage success and growth. Furthermore, leader who do not

I
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lo. e themselve , in the proces , and remain engaged will ultimately succeed (Elrod, 20 J 2).
Owning your unique and vulnerable leader hip style i crucial, yet it will not matter if a leader
forget to li ten to their employee .
Listening authentically i one of the mo t powerful piece that a leader can offer and
hare (Warrell, 2013). Unfortunately, it i the lea t practiced kill in leader hip (2013). For
example, listening authentically involves eeing the world through another person's eyes and
begin a process of breaking down wall where employees have been fearful to tru t (20 13). And
to be fu lly present in tead of thinking about what agenda needs to get done that day (201 3).
Again, leaders' listening to their employees i needed, yet what is the vulnerable leader focusing
on when listening? Are they acknowledging and appreciating their emplo yee's strength (20 13)?
Cri ticizing people can come more naturally than appreciating omeone (Warrell , 20 13).
And acknowledging people authentically can unl ock a true appreciation for others (20 13). The
GalJup organization fo und that two-thirds of all employees worldwide believe their work i n 't
full y recognized. And to fu ll y recognize employees Gallup would sugge t helping their
employees know their trengths (20 13). Thi can be done through taking an asse sment and
focusing on their ability to collaborate, be creati.ve, and tenacity to move ahead and help other
(20 J3). Sharing the great work their employee have accompli hed i another tep toward
leaders being vul nerable. Leader often as ume e mployees do not need to hear what a great job
they have done, however gratitude can create a foundation of vulnerability, tru t and the
importance of looking at other (201 3).
Another important piece toward vu lnerabi lity i

erving. llo\>\ often doe a leader foCLt'>

on thei r ability to serve e mployees? There arc si tuation. where leaders focus on \\hat the} hm e

I
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accomplished and gotten done. Yet, how many employees know their leader genuinely cares
about them (Warrell, 2013)? Warrell (2013) stated, "Leadership isn't about the leader - it's
about those being led" (p. 29). Moreover, when leaders remain coffilnitted to vulnerable and
meaningful relationships they create a foundation that will build connections with their
employees and tho e they serve (Donnelly, 2013). Ultimately, vulnerability can only happen if it
starts at the top of the organization (Donnelly, 2013). Leaders of companies serving their
employees with vulnerability takes dedication and perseverance, however the reward are
transforming.
For example, a Mutual Insurance agency has an incredible reputation among other
agencies. They are known for their ability to understand their employees and what it means to
provide value added service (Bell, 2005). Value added service is when employees are looking
for ways to provide super, open and honest interactions with their customers (2005). The
employees would not strive toward these goals if they did not have this modeled by tho e in
power. They would not know what honesty entails if they did not have someone who cared about
being vulnerable. Mutual Insurance believes that all agents are valued partners that are built upon
mutual respect and truthful dealings (2005).
The founder focused on how to meet with each new employee for at least an hour and a
half to listen to what excites them and what new ideas they have. In turn the founder and four
other executives share their own excitement about the company and work towards a "whole truth
philosophy" (Bell , 2005). Great authentic leadership comes from creating a remarkable
experience (2005). The work is done face to face and ear to ear instead of having an employee
take a survey (2005). Th is company is an example of when a leader and thei r employee can
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work together through authenticity and vul nerability. However, there are orne leaders who still
cannot commit to being a vulnerable and authentic leader.
Predominantly, leader do not come to their full potential of becoming a vulnerable
leader becau e they have undi covered and/or unhealthy practices that have overtaken the more
positive a pect of them elve (Kunich & Le ter, 2006). Therefore the leader will need to find
and mend the hidden flaw that are preventing them from moving ahead a a leader (2006).
Kunich & Le ter (2006) stated," Unles we face our flaws, we gamble that one day they will
face us-at a moment when a ingle, unaddres ed issue jeopardizes everything we have achieved,
and one big " Oh, no" upends a career overflowing with "Attaboys" (p.86). Looking in the mirror
at our elves is never easy and can bring up horrible memories and challenges that we do not
want to face (2006). And it is often easier to critique leaders and wonder why they made the
decision they did since it is so ea y to see blind spots (2006). In the end, the authentic and
vulnerable leader needs to place their character under a microscope and realize the depth it will
take to move forward (2006).
Goffeeon (as cited in Kunich & Lester) believed there are four behaviors that are linked
to personal vulnerability (2006). The first behavior is when leaders show selective weakness and
display humanity and approachability. Second, they use intuition to understand the "soft data"
and decide when and how they use that information (2006). Third, they care deeply about the
type of work their employees are taking on (2006). And finally the fou rth behavior is when they
understand what makes them different to others and how they build upon their own unique
qualities (2006). Ultimately, vulnerable leaders are great story tellers who value everyone's
stories and how those stories can impact those around them (2006). These types of leaders will
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emerge in all type of place and tho e torie can mold events into a vision where people want
to work and be involved in their live (Kunich & Lester, 2006).
Vulnerable leadership i about putting away the self-centered, narcissi tic, thought and
leaving the trong ego at the door (Kunich & Lester, 2006). And focus on ervant leadership
•

where privilege are put aside and a focus on what i best for the greater good to be done (2006).
The leader will continue to put forward their best efforts and other will follow because of the
humility and vulnerability they ee in their work (2006). Organizations cannot grow unless
people are growing and that include the leader 2006). Storytelling is one way the leader can
grow through listening to the employees.
Everyone has a story and wants to be known and those stories empower leaders to be
vulnerable in leadership (Bunker, 1997). Initially, sitting together telling stories at the table was a
pastime that was celebrated and relished (1997). It was a time when older adults could pass
down their wisdom to children and understanding that a good story takes time to really share and
connect with people (1997). The art of storytelling has been lost. We have stopped telling stories
when we started to lose pausing time, reflecting time, wondering time (1997). Life keeps pushing
us at a pace that people don 't stop and sit at the kitchen table to listen to the human stories.
Those stories awaken people and they begin to be weaved together by a common story (1997).
Yet, some executives have lost those stories.
For example, several leaders have been beaten by the constant changes and tumultuous
transitions and have forgotten to listen to the e1nployees (Bunker, 2007). Unfortunately these
changes have caused damage to the heart of the leader and some feel ill equipped and
unavailable to step up to the challenge of being a vulnerable leader. These con tant change and
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tumultuou tran ition also come at a cost and some leaders have experienced trauma and want
to eventually give up.
The Center for Creative Leader hip (CCL) took on the project of helping leaders who had
experienced trauma and or down izing in their job (Kunich & Lester, 1996). They wanted to
look for way they could empower leader to not give up especially when things were difficult.
Many talented leaders would pend their time creating masks that would hide their personal pain
and vulnerability with their employees (1996). Some leaders have told them elves to not show
emotions or be vulnerable (1996). This will build credibility with your employees and it will help
you to guide your ship through the unknown waters of change (1996). Sadly, this is the furthest
thing from the truth.
CCL began to meet with leaders and discussed how to confront those hidden concerns
(Kunich & Lester, 1996). Leader needed to give themselves permission to lower the protective
walls around them and know they were in a safe place where vulnerability was welcomed
(1996). This technique has consistently brought out more authentic, genuine, and compassionate

leaders who were hiding inside that were fearful and alone (1996). They encouraged leaders who
give themselves the freedom to explore the hopeful and hopeless feelings that often arise when
being vulnerable (1996). Moreover, this understanding validated their feeling of being stuck and
depressed (1996). Leaders are still human beings who may find it difficult to understand and
show their humanness for fear they will be frred or removed (1996). But, leaders can use one's
own vulnerability as a tool to facilitate healing and move towards a place of acceptance and
showing their employees who they are (1996). For example, one leader wrote, "I do not have
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friendships with colleagues in an emotional ense, but in an intellectual one. Not too close,
p lease, you may get to know me, I may have to relate to you" (Kunich & Lester, 2006 p. l 24).
The leader is fearful to look at all sides and accept responsibility for what change could
come about (Bunker, 2007) . The CEO found a way to exist, yet his employee do not feel a
connection with hi1n (2007). His fear has actually created a roadblock and he cannot move in a
direction that is healthy for the organization or for him. (2007). CEOs are actually better at
hiding their feelings, but it does not mean they do not experience them (2007). Often CEO's
share they are caught in roles with what is expected and what they are feeling inside (2007).
Many choose to wear a mask each day at their jobs and almost seem superhuman with their
employees (2007). These behaviors may come across as passive aggressive where on the outside
they act like everything is happy and perfect and on the inside they frustrated, angry, and sad.
Sadly, this often bleeds into their personal relationships and burn out is inevitable.
Regrettably, most organizations are not ready for vulnerability and will not listen to
things with an open mind (Kunich & Lester, 2006). Some organizations want their staff to push
their employees too quickly and do not take the time to truly listen to their employee's fears,
anger, and frustration (2006). They are told to "get on with life" and end of up sitting in silence
for fear they will not be heard if they decided to be vulnerable (2006).
There are some leaders who want an opportunity to share their stories to show how to be
vulnerable and be an example to their staff (Kunich & Lester, 2006). Yet, many upervi or
don ' t know how to recognize or respond effecti vely to the emo6onal needs of their employee
(2006). Miserabl y, leaders will not get to a place of vulnerability unles they learn how to help
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themselve and be empathetic toward other . But what i the remedy for leader's to get the help
they need to be vulnerable (Kunich & Lester, 2006).
Openne

and readine

are the keys to help with being vulnerable (Kunich & Lester,

2006). People are only willing to make changes when they want and see a need for that change
•

(2006). And begin with addressing the human side of their work and home life (2006). There

may be some grieving that needs to take place and tho e feelings will need to be validated by
omeone who can be upportive no matter where they are in the process (2006). They will al o
need to experience empathy from their leader who can come in and energize and revitalize their
environment (2006). There is not a magic bullet or special tool that can remedy vulnerability.
Instead vulnerability will happen throughout everal stages and an understanding of what good
things can become of it (2006).
For example, Bunker (2007) stated, ''No one is comfortable at a funeral especially if the
rules say you are not supposed to cry" (p.129). There are so many unspoken rules in life and they
are especially strong in the work force (2007). And add the constant changes that happen at our
places of employment and all the multiple feelings of distrust and fear that has happened over
time. Additionally, few want to open the door of vulnerability for fear the flood gates will bring
even more things to process and handle (Bunker, 2007).
Employees are not told to be vulnerable instead they are told, "Continue to work hard and
be loyal; do more with less; be grateful that you were lucky enough to keep your job; do not
whine about the losses and changes; accept the new mission statement and get on with it - but
take charge of your own life and career; don't expect to be here for life; and remember there are
no guarantees" (Bunker, 2007 p. 130). Organizations must contribute to their employee by
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creating ways where they can contribute. Yet, companies cannot pretend and put on a perfect
front that everything is working well.
Meaning, employees can sense when someone is not being vulnerable and it will not
matter how believable the story is (Moussavi-Bock, 2011). Leaders may lean towards trying to
be perfect so they can cover their tracks and avoid any finger-pointing that could happen (2011).
But perfectionism and fear is only a short term fix. And in the end perfectionism will only create
employees who are scared, resentful, and will only comply out of fear of losing their jobs (2011).
Furthermore, employees will begin to speak from what their roles and titles are instead of where
their hearts are at. Speaking from the heart does not come easB y and leaders will need to
practice (20 11). Yet, for some leaders, fear continues to be the driving force.
For example, how often has a leader stopped their decision to be vulnerable for fear they
would look weak, scared, angry, and sad to their employees? How many male leaders have not
cried in front of their employees because they have been told a man is weak when they cry?
Furthermore, how many female CEOs believe they are too emotional and stop themselves from
ever showing emotions for fear they will be ridiculed? And believe the sociocultural expectation
of what women are supposed to be based on their identity (e.g. gender, race, class, exual
orientation, age, religious identity) and/or role (e.g. mother employee, partner, group member)
(Brown, 2006). These expectations are even enforced more by the media culture that include
television, advertising, marketing, film, music, and printed word (2006). Most executive are
faced with the chance to be vulnerable and authentic with their employees, yet many top
themselves because of fear (Sterns & Parrott, 20 12). Emotion are not private feeling , but are
pieces of communication that are interpersonal (20 12). Emotion let other people know how
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someone understands and perceives a situation (2012). And people will often monitor and view
emotions and perceive what they are going to do next (2012). Moreover, many will wonder how
those emotions will affect judgments of a person's character and how will they react (Stem &
Parrott, 2012).
Emotions serve as a social signal and employees will understand and be aware of how
their leader is reacting. Emotions are also genuine and relatively uncontrollable and some
employees may see this as a way to look into their boss's psyche that reveals their motivations
and reactions towards situations (Sterns & Parrott, 2012). These emotions have the potential to
convey what someone is feeling or experiencing whether it is "right or wrong" (2012). Emotions
are also a process by which people begin to assign meaning to what they believe (Feiring, 2005).
Many would recognize that emotions are crucially important and a powerful force (Scheff,
2003). Moreover, our shared understanding about certain emotions allows us to communicate
with each other and look at what the differences and similarities are (2003). One particular
emotion that can influence authenticity and vulnerability is when shame i present pecifically in
an unhealthy way.
Shame is the master emotion of everyday life; however it is typically invisible in modem
societies (Sheff, 2003). American society is a shame based culture that is often not spoken about
(2003). Sheff (2003 ) believed the image of seeing oneself negatively in the eye of other i the
origin of shame and embarrassment. Shame involves a focu on the entire elf e pecially when
someone is evaluating their failures and how that looks (Feiring, 2005). Brown (2006) would
defi ne shame as, "An intensely painfu l feeling or experience of believing we are flawed and
therefore unworthy of acceptance and belonging" (p. 44). And once people experience shame
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they come across as feeling trapped, powerless, and isolated (2006). Shame is often largely
misunderstood and di counted by social scientists (Brown, 2006). Some have categorized shame
to the class of self-conscious emotion along with guilt, embarrassment, and pride (Feiring, 2005).
Researchers are working towards examining shame and what its role is with self-esteem,
depression, addiction, bullying, suicide and family violence (Brown, 2006).
Shame begins to interweave throughout conversations and thoughts and can become
difficult to overcome (Brown , 2006). Lewis stated that shame is inherently a social emotion.
Shame has an instinct that signals danger to life and can be a potential threat to survival.
Especially when we no longer feel a connection with another human being and are feeling
completely isolated. For example, leaders who have chosen to be authentic and vulnerable are at
risk of their employees shaming them (2006). Shame also signals trouble in a relationship and a
fear that someone has not lived up to someone's expectations and causes a threat to the
relationship (2006). Shame and guilt are "self-conscious" emotions that involve evaluative
judgments by themselves and others. And create action tendencies where people can experience
wrong-doing, self-worth, and social disapproval (Sterns & Parrott, 20 12). For example, some
who are experiencing shame may shrink their body and look away when someone i trying to
look at them in the eye (Feiring, 2005). Unfortunately, leader who deal with hame can come
acros as unlovable and believe they are a disappointment to their employee (2005).
Furthermore, having an unreasonable nu mber of unrealistic expectation placed on
someone is how a leader could experience being trapped in a shameful place (Brown, 2006). One
leader shared how he u es shame as a management tool (Brown, 201 0). For example, when
frustrated, the leader wi ll single one particular team member out and criticize them in front of
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the ir colleague. (BrO\\ n. 20 l 0). The leader has to ld hi. e mployee. to take care of a ta k hi way.
However. the e mpl oyee. do not li te n and they do things the ir o~ n way (20 10). The leader i
angry and be lieve. taking the m down will ma1.e the m rc. pcct hi m (20 I 0). Sadly, thi way of
manag ing e mpl oyees leave. them feeling trapped and begins a complex we b that can cause men
and wome n to feel expo. ed and ignored (Brown, 2006). Unfo rtun ately, few are able to identify
hame becau e of the ile ncing and ecret nature that . hamc and i. olation often bring (2006).
U ltimately, ceing one'

e lf negatively in the eye of other i the ori gin of shame (Scheff,

2003). Ad ult leader. who have experienced hame arc often bau ling unre olved i ue from the ir

childhood .
Shame ofte n tart with their parent ; however communication of di dain and di approval
fro m teacher , exte nded family, cler gy, friend , and profes. ional can all be a source of hame
(Feiring, 2005 ). For in ta nce , an infant i complete ly dependent on the caregiver bond and when
hame i pre ent it can be a inten e a fear (Scheff, 2003). Er kine and Philipson (a cited in
Mou a vi-Bock, 20 11 ) hared that when a child i reprimanded they will often identify wi th the
cri ticism and believe the negative message of "bad" boy and girl and that they are "greedy" and
"rude". Being harned by peer and parents i how boy are taught to conform to male gender
roles and norm (Shepard & Rabinowitz, 20 12). Hartle y (a. cited in Shepard & Rabinowitz,
20 12) reported, "Boys learn to conform to the rules of wha t it means to be a man through

repeated humiliations and reprimands." (p. 93). Over time, especiall y men, will develop a
hypervigilance to being shamed and find ways to avoid it at all co t (S hepard & Rabinowitz,
201 2). Regrettabl y, for some, those earl y experiences fo m1ed a unique , fingerprint-like

su ceptibility to hame (Mou a vi-Bock, 20 11 ). Once the hame i felt many want to hide the
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damaged self from other and look for ways to not share their thoughts and feeling any longer
(Fe iring. 2005). Shame can be damaging for the vulnerable leader and can create toxic ituation
e pecially if they do not feel they are approved by others.
Some leader migh t believe they are a di appointment and unlovable because they have
failed to live up to other expectation . Sadly, an intense anger and a de ire to retaliate with
aggre ion can grow and employees are hurt (Feiring, 2005). Unfo11unately, tho e unique
individual hame template might remain and color the interaction that are had with other
(20 11 ). For example, a wo man worked up the courage to share that he was a recoverin g

alcoholic of twenty year with a colleague (Brown , 2010). The colleague decided the woman
wa not fit to be around her children becau e of thi knowledge (2010). Yet, the woman
reminded her colleague that he attended func tions with her children over the past two year and
there was never a problem (20 10). Sadly, shame dictated the situation and didn't allow the
person to be vulnerable. The alcoholic woman wa incredibly brave and wa a leader to her
colleague and other (20 J 0). She allowed her elf to be een in a vulnerable way, yet man y are
elf-conscious (2010).
Many individuals are a1ready self-conscious and preoccupied with being acceptab le and
are unwilling to risk anything that would make them look bad (Hannah, Bruce, & Walbumbwa,
20 1 I ). And if a leader i looked upon as unknowing they can feel shame a they experience

uncertainty and face multiple po sibilitie (20 II ). The interaction, between the leader and other
can look like warfare with energy focu ed on di gging in and very few deci ion are made (20 11 ).
These interactions sac rifice the ability to be creati ve and productive (20 11 ). hamc is c·\lrcmcl)
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powerful and complex and difficult to overcome, but what can be done for a leader to move
forward in a healthy way (Brown, 2006)?
Realizing that shame creates a feeling of powerlessness is one way a leader can make an
impact on their life and others (Brown, 2006). A leader has the power to act and/or produce an
effect, yet is extremely difficult when shame is present (2006). Shame causes leaders to hide due
to an unconscious awareness of themselves and ultimately a fear of being judged by others.
Making the effort to point out the feeling of powerlessness and shame is an important first step
for leaders, yet is difficult when there is no trust in their employees.
Some believe shame can be used to create social unity and be a positive way to express
their feelings specifically if they are apologizing about their behavior and how they have treated
someone (Stems & Parrott, 2012). This can only happen if someone truly knows how damaging
the actions are (20 12). For example, "If a person has moral feelings, she is carrying the
motivation to do good around with her all the time. She will do good and avoid wrong when no
one is looking, when there is no reward or punishment to be had" (Sterns & Pan ott p.26, 2012).
This could be a healthy sense of guilt; however shame does not have the arne effect especially
in the context of leadership.
Many leaders are told to not allow themselves to be open or vulnerable especially by
poking fun of themselves or sharing successes and failures (Rosen, 2007). Some would say the
leader needs to remain quiet and keep a separation between the boss and the employee (2007).
Yet, Rosen (2007) stated, "Knowing you as a leader, is one of you r greatest gifts and attribute :
yo ur ability to develop strong relatio nships, trust and loyalty amongst your team" (p.20). Elrod
(20 12) added that vulnerable leaders focus on their strengths and work on their weakne. se
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which will create tru, t wi thin thei r team. There can be missed opportuni ties when a leader want.
to fig ure everything out perfectly and not allow team member to . ee thei r thought proce
(Mous avi-Bock, 20 11 ). Abo

telling their employee how to act and make deci ion. is not

creating tru t (Ro en, 2007). Understanding the importance of being a vulnerable leader and
what can get in the way i important. Having thi s background information is helpfuL yet how thi
i appl ied to the lives of the leader is the next important tep toward
leader.

ucce

for the vulnerable
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Chapter 3: Applications and Recommendations
Application
One way for leader to apply vulnerability is through creati ng trust. True vulnerable trust
entail , "People to more comfortably and confidently share their true mistakes, failures,
challenge , feeling and concern that are often bottled up in ide in fear of expre ing them and
being misinterpreted as a ign of weakness" (Ro en, 2007 p. 20). Once a manager ha laid a
foundation of vulnerable tnt t the employee will not be fearful of a hidden agenda. The
vulnerable leader who ha gained trust and expre e them elve doe not look weak and
become an invincible leader. Ultimately, authenticity i not omething a per on ha . but a way
of life (Moussavi-Bock, 20 11 ).
Another way leader can apply vulnerability in their work i through empathy. For
example, empathy is the ability to ee the world a others see it, be non-judgmental, under tand
another person's feelings, and later communicate those feelings to others ("Training Journal",
2006). Empathy is truly the opposite of feeling shamed by another per on (Brown, 2006).
Showing empathy removes isolation and shame and allows leader to ee themselve and their
employees in a new light (2006). Leader are looking for a connection with their employee
(2006). T hey desire mutual support, shared experience and a freedom that would allow them to
explore and create ne w ideas (2006).
Beginning to a k how experiences will create loneliness and even i olation i

omething

leader will want to identify when under tanding e mpathy ("Training Journal", 2006). And, take
time to ask what vulnerability is and how would omeone protect them. clve when feeling
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threatened or hut down (2006)? And, what do we do whe n we feel emotionally expo ed? Are
you, a a leader, willing to take emotional ri k ? For example, some leader

hared how they

have u ed perfectionism and plea ing when they felt uncertain and are yearning for control
(2006).
Everyone ha strength and weaknes es and when a leader is upfront about them
improvement can happen within the team (Algera & Lip -Wiersma, 2012). A lang question and
opening up about ha me in a journal or with a tru ted friend and lor colleague develop strategic
that will increa e hame re ilience and a deeper place of under tanding (Brown, 2006). Ye ,
there will be ituation where a leader feel the need to look brave on the outside; however in ide
they are feeling extremely fearful (2006).
Brown (2006) shared that vulnerability is not about winning or losing, but about courage.
Vulnerability i about integrity where telling the whole truth can bring about interactions of
people tru ting you (Bauman, 2013). Former CEO of Medtronic Bill George shared the
importance of integrity and vulnerability and why it i

o important to provide the whole truth

(20 13). He hared about a young fraternity pre ident di covering they were short $6,000 dollar
on his fir t day a president (20 13). Their fraternity ecretary suggested that they borrow $6,000
from the orphanage donations they received earlier and pay the money back later (20 13).
Everyone on the leadership team agreed with the secretary to pay the money back later (20 13).
Yet the you ng president was faced with a moral dile mma and was struggling (20 13). The
president decided to take the leadership team to the bank and ask for three $ 1,500.00 dollar loan.
to cover the operating expenses (20 13). This story show integrity in action (2013). Ye , there is
a greater ri. k of being hurt, but again the rewards are far greater knowing the leader ha allm\ ed
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them, elves to be seen by other . Furthermore, this you ng president was an authentic vulnerable
leader who told the truth and kept his commitment (Bauman. 2013). In the end. vulnerability
may well be an ethical i ue.
The idea of vulnerability does not necessarily have ethical inferences (Algera & Lips•

Wier. rna, 2012). Ye , the idea of vulnerability is a king people to live a more focu ed life that
will bring about a unified whole where value and belief are deeper (2012). Yet, there are not
guarantee the leader will tri ve to be a more principled person (201 2). Moreover, the idea of a
principled person can look very different to each person (2012). The hope i a vulnerable life
will pu h omeone into a more transformed life where a deeper level of human under tanding
and tru t can take place (20 12). The idea of loving a vulnerable life will incorporate belief ,
value , and concerns that are working together (20 12). However, omeone understanding a
vulnerable life may not go along with something that is necessarily ethi cal or moral by another
person's standards (20 12). The hope is to create deeper relation hip and till empower other
(20 12). Again, vulnerabili ty provides empathy for others which can enhance the per on and
those living in the world (20 12). But, how will employees truly know their leader i vulnerable
and if they want to work with them .
Algera & Lips-Wiersma (2012) stated, "The authentic leader will know what i good,
important, beautiful , and will exhibit a higher moral capacity to judge dilemma from different
angles" (p. 125). However, being vulnerable cannot be a sessed by anyone other than the per, on
becau e it comes from an individual perspective (20 12). Therefore. a leader will need to be
aware o f what they are sharing and how it will impact their employees (20 12). There will be
challenges and pressures, however there are opportunities for growth and depth that can ta k.~
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place if they are willing to be seen (20 12) . U nfo rtunately, too many leade rs are foc used on thei r
work and are not full y available to staff (Algera & Lips-W iersma, 20 12). There i a ten ion that
happen in the work place with authentic and vulnerable living. A nd there i a tension to keep
thing organized and moving in a direction that doe not prevent the organi zational demands
from happening (2012). Completing tasks while till being present to employees will remain a
truggle for leader .
For instance, time and pace for leader to reflect on vulnerability in the workplace i
necessary (Algera & Lip -Wiersma, 2012). But, time is often re tricted and challenged by the
daily reque ts and decision that need to be made quickly and efficie ntl y (2012). And employee
a1 o need to have time and pace to conside r what the vulnerable leader i

baring with them

(20 12) . Ultimately, the organization will need to be flexible and adaptable with their time and
allow processing to happen and still be able to meet the looming deadlines that need to take place
(20 12). Vulnerable leaders are looking for places they can fmd "real" conversations in the
mailroom and break room , and look for employee who will not tell them what they want to
hear (Bell, 2005).
V ulnerable leader talk with their employees and know when one of their employee i
having a baby or ask them to share their story (Bell, 2005). Authentic leader's biggest goal i to
look fo r way they can keep things lively and strive towards being genui ne and vibrant. They
even look for employees who can bring in oul and be silly with othe r people at the table. Brown
(20 10) would add, " In order for connection to happen, we have to allow ourselve to be . cen,
reall y seen .. ..deeply seen" (p.62). Ulti mately, the re are benefit to be ing a vulnerable leader.
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One great payoff for being a vulnerable leader is unb1idled passion. Bell (2005) stated,
"Passion is not something that leaders give, it is something they release. As leaders publically
connect with their true selves, they issue an implied invitation for followers to do likewise.
Heads do not talk to hearts; only hearts talk to hearts" (p.24). Employees are willing to give their
all when they feel internally responsible and not just externally responsible (2005) . Furthermore,
leaders do not become great by working towards a list of character traits, but effective leaders are
authentic where they empower others ("Training Journal", 2006). Relationships that will need to
be nurtured and developed can only happen when they are vulnerable with one another (2006).
Practicing vulnerability has several requirements and one of them is to put away all the
masks and begin to wear and name the truth with good intentions (Moussavi-Bock, 20 11). The
most powerful way to create a place of vulnerability is when a leader models being vulnerable
with their employees (Brown, 2011). Meaning, leaders can begin to look for ways that invite
others to put their thoughts and beliefs out on the table and create a deep dialogue that will
deepen the relationships with one another (Brown, 2011). And when speaking remember to
remove the leader's title and speak from the heart rather than a place of cold and meaningless
(2011 ). Brown stated (2011), "Give me a generation that has these qualities - high self-worth,

vulnerability, and connection, and we'll solve today's problems" (p. 62). The world can be
changed, but it will take someone who is willing ask themselves what can I do to make an impact
(2011).

Leaders can easil y speak about vulnerability, but to actuall y model it i completely
different (Moussavi-Bock, 2011 ). Leaders who are willing to put their vulnerabi lity on the table
wil1 actuaiJy strengthen relationships with others (20 L1). This will feel foreign and artificial at
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fir t, but the po itive outcome will outweigh the negati ve. One positive outcome will be a
deeper appreciation of w hat an authentic commitment reall y feeL like. Furthermore. there i an
opportunity to have a deeper relationship with your employee. that will bring growth and succe .
in your organization. It's easy to go along with what everyone wants you to say, yet disagreeing
with omeone can actually pave the way for meaningful and healthy relationships and building a
fo undation that will create tru t and vulnerability.
The true effective leader engage their whole being and allow their employee to see their
humanity and approachability. A leader will work to rna ter the art of consistently being them
elf and realize they may need to change their behavior tore pond to the changing dynamic
happening (Be nni , 1996). Vulnerable leader do not talk about being vulnerable, but instead live
it out by u ing real life examples that will touch thei r employee ( 1996) . For example, Martin
Luther King Jr. was able to share stories of his father's sermons that helped him be recognized as
an international leader (1996). Martin Luther King Jr. knew the storie of his father and yet he
wanted them to not be forgotten and help the next generation realize there is a hope for them
(1996). Thi i an example of how vulnerable leader hip happened in the past, but what i
needed fo r vulnerable leadership to grow in the future?

Opportunities for Future Research:
Corporations have added a theme of authentic and vulnerable leadership development
programs for the ir executi ve and front line manager program (Blausten, 2013). The e deci ion
have brought about positive changes for the team (20 13). Leader have di covered them. elves
and thei r underlying motivations and how that fits w ithin their companies' structure and beliefs
(20 13). Leaders inn ucnee their e mployee and the stal-.cs are much higher when tre ful
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situations arise (2013). However, things run more smoothly when closer connections are made
within their teams (20 13). Furthermore, a leader can create an open and transparent and safe
culture when companie reward their leaders and employees for their vulnerability and
authenticity (Hannah, Avolio, & Walumbwa, 2011).

Conclusion:
Employees want to work for a vulnerable leader and employees will remain and work
alongside of their leaders longer. Many leaders have shame they need to overcome from past
experiences, yet the leader can experience trust and respect if they are willing to do the hard
work of acknowledging their past and the confidence to move forward. Gardner (as cited in
Kunich & Lester, 2006) stated "We need to believe in ourselves and our future but not to believe
that life is easy. Life is painful and rain fall on the just. Leaders must help us see failure and
frustration not as a reason to doubt ourselves but a reason to strengthen resolve (p. 88).
Leadership is not easy especially dealing with the everyday challenges and big decisions that are
being made (2006). And it is even more difficult when you add vulnerability to leadership.
Many organizations ask leaders to push their employees into fast forward and ignore their
employees' thoughts when things are not going smoothly (Bunker, 1997). CEO's push
employees to ignore their anger and sense of loss and are told to "get on with it". However,
those moments are where vulnerability can touch employees and allow them to grow and bring
about healthy relationships and change (1997). Once vulnerability happen there i a realization
that everyone is learning together (1997). Furthermore, employees who li ten to their vulnerable
leaders will see a humanness and connection which allows their workplace to be a healthier and
more productive place (1997).
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Organization with vulnerable leaders have experienced employees who are engaged and
provide cutting edge breakthrough (BelL 2005). Turnover i lower becau e people no longer
feel they are in a pa ive aggre ive environment where cynici m and u picion are at the root of
all i ue (2005) . And mo t of all employees are loyal longer because they can trust what i
being , aid and experienced (2005).
I believe Margery Williams, author of the "Velveteen Rabbit", understood what it meant
to be a vulnerable leader, e pecially in the dialogue between the wise kin horse nai"ve rabbit. She
wrote, "Real isn' t how you are made. It's a thing that happens to you. It doesn't happen all at
once, you become. It takes a long time" Becoming vulnerable or "real" as Williams shared i
about a proces w here leader allow them elve to be een by their employee . Real leader are
inviting pas ion by keeping thing genuine (Bell , 2005) . In the end, as leader open up
employees begin to realize and understand that heads do not talk with hearts, but hearts talk with
heart. and connection can be made (2005). Finally, all of the e tool will provide leader a
fo undation where employees tru t their leaders and want to work with their leaders knowing they
are making an impact together through vulnerability.
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